Ada dear:

I want to enclose a few things and cannot refrain from dash- ing off a few words with them. I am writing xxx letters to county leagues to which we sent Catholic literature asking them if possible to pay for it. You see in several cases we sent the literature whether ordered or not and so really cannot expect them to pay up but I thought I'd take a chance. The whole amount would total about $30 so you see it is worth writing for and I could pay the National out of that. No money seems to come in and Dane County, Oshkosh and Kenosha owe us a lot of money. I shall wait a little longer and then write to them and try to urge them to pay up.

I am enclosing the article in the Madison Journal concerning your letter to Mrs. Hoyt. This article had a good place on the front page. I haven't seen the Milwaukee paper articles, but I suppose they may have made an insignificant note of it. You might send this on to Mrs. Peckham. Mrs. Hoyt has not answered it so far.

It was nice of you to think of me, as you always do, as the person for the secretaryship of the new suffrage organization. Frankly I do not think I am the person at all, because really I am a person of no importance in Madison and whoever occupies the post should start of all have local backing. The older women now in charge would feel that it was almost a joke to have me and I confess that I would not want to have them feel that I was merely to be dictated to.

I really had not given a thought to having myself in charge when I suggested Madison. I do think that Madison is the logical place but I am sure I am not the logical person. I am willing to do what I can to get someone started at the work and I think Mrs. Bleyer would be the one to select if she would consider it.

There are dozens of reasons why I should rather live many other places than Madison. I am never happy here. Being a foolishly temperamental person, I have for years been depressed by Madison. Though I have had awfully good times, I have also xxxxx unhappy xxx had my most unhappy times here and the thought of living in Madison comes to me almost oppressively. I have a few good friends here and my family and that is about the extent of my interest in Madison. I like to be able to visit here quite frequently, but if Mother and Buzz were not here, I rather think I'd never find time to come xxxxxx to Madison. As you know
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